NOTES:

1. LOWEST BRANCHING HEIGHT SHALL BE 6' ABOVE TOP OF ROOT CROWN.
2. HANDLE TREES BY ROOTBALL.
3. STAKES SHALL NOT PENETRATE ROOT BALL.
4. AVOID DAMAGE TO ROOTBALL.
5. WIRE GUYING IS NOT ALLOWED.

TREE TYPE *

(3) 2" DIAMETER PRESSURE TREATED POLES – TYP.
1" WEBBING OR OTHER FLEXIBLE GUYING MATERIAL (NO WIRE).
CENTER TREE IN PIT.

SET CROWN AT TOP OF TOPSOIL.
REMOVE SOIL FROM TOP OF ROOT BALL TO EXPOSE TOP OF ROOT CROWN, AS NECESSARY.
PULL MULCH 3" AWAY FROM MAIN STEM
4" DEPTH WOOD CHIP MULCH FLUSH WITH TOP OF PAVING
CONCRETE SIDEWALK
MIN 2' DEPTH COPPER MESH OR BIO BARRIER TYPICAL SIDEWALK SIDE OF PIT. EXTEND 8' BOTH SIDES OF TREE.
REMOVE ALL WIRE CAGES, TWINE, AND BURLAP.

CUT AND ROUGHEN ALL SIDES OF PIT

* AS APPROVED BY PUBLIC WORKS DEPT.